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SUHHARY
The paper reviews the progressive evolution of the BAe Hawk fron Its original concept as the advanced
flying trainer aircraft for the RAF to the currently planned developments as a light attack aircraft.
The developments are described In aerodynamics propulsion and systems to give improvement in
performance and weapon delivery capability appropriate to effective light attack operational roles.

INTRODUCTION
The Hawk concept originated from the decision In the 1970's for the RAF to reorganise its flying
training from the previous nultl-aircraft system to a more integrated system in which advanced
training could be accomplished on a single aircraft capable of taking the trainee pilot from the
basic level to advanced flying training, weapon training and on to operational training.
In parallel with this RAF concept of integrated training the Hawk
capable of development towards a light attack aircraft.
These
training version were through systems, performance and weapon
controlled cost targets suited to potential market opportunities and

was also conceived in design as
developments from the two-seat
capability developments, within
local defence requirements.

DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW
The original Hawk to meet RAF requirements, designated T Hk.l, was developed to a limited operational
capability with Air-Air and Ground Attack weapons, as a secondary light attack aircraft, T Hk.lA.
The first export development was to meet a requirement for an advanced training and ground attack
aircraft, accomplished by the development of additional weapon carriage and associated systems,
designated the Mk.30 series.
This theme of development for the dual role of flying training and combat capability was taken
further with additional weapon and system capability, performance improvements and uprated engine,
embodied in the Hk.60 series.
Further development was seen on the basis of the developed airframe, for the roles of advanced
systems and crew training and of a light attack aircraft.
In the first of these developments, the
Hk.100 series, enhanced ground attack capability is introduced through improved avionic systems
giving self-contained navigation to targets, greater attack accuracy, versatile programable displays
and a database system to give future system development capability.
The development to a single-seat version of the aircraft had been seen as a logical step to a full
operational light strike aircraft in which the development capability in aerodynamics, performance,
systems and sensors would be Justifiable.
This development, the Hk.200 series, is again on the basis of the original airframe, but changing the
front of the fuselage to new equipment and cockpit modules.
By this means equipment and weapon
system configurations for a range of operational roles are available and include:
*

Night/All weather Intercept fro« airborne alert

*

Close support

*

Interdiction

*

Reconnaissance

*

Haritlme strike.

The enhancement of systems and performance, coupled with role capability and low visibility make the
Series 200 an effective low cost light attack aircraft.

CURRENT STATUS OF THE HAVK DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
The T Mk.l is currently in servic» Hth the RAF and has achieved a total ot 287,WO flying hours.
A number of the T Mk.l aircraft have been converted to T Mk.lA standard and are operational.
The Mk.50 series Is in service with 3 other air forces.
The Mk.60 series is in service with a further 4 air forces.
The Mk.100 series is in the development stage through avionic systems ground rigs and will reach a
flight development stage in V98?.
The Mk.200 secies has been designed initially as a demonstration and development aircraft and will
fly in this role in May 1986 with further plans to fly specific equipment development versions in
1987.

EVOLUTION OF COMBAT DEVELOPMENT
The original concept of the Hawk, in its advanced training role, was to provide an airtratt able to
represent many of the operational characteristics of the front line combat aircraft, within a
limiting cost constraint both in design, development and production, as well as in operating costs.
Thus the aircraft was conceived as a small subsonic aircraft, built around an existing production
«nglne of rccsonable fuel economy, at the start of its development life. The aircraft was sized on
requirements for landing speeds appropriate for flying training and internal fuel for adequate
endurance for the required training syllabus. This led to a modest take-off thrust/veight ratio (I
.5) moderate wing loading and capability for good payload/radius.
Fro« this design concept other characteristics were achieved appropriate to the advanced training
role:
*

Good field performance from low speed high lift capability and low wing loading

*

Good climb capability from thrust/weight and lift/drag ratios

*

Good operational radius of action with substantial payload

*

Agility over subsonic Mach number range from low wing loading and combat thrust to weight
ratio

*

Capable of demonstrating supersonic operation in diving flight

*

Good flying qualities through simple flight control system

*

Good weapon/store carriage capability with minimal change in flying qualities.

These features, required for the training tole, include many of the necessary characteristics of a
combat capable aircraft and through the aerodynamic, performance and weapon system developments
envisaged lead to a highly capable attack aircraft.
In essence the development philosophy is based on the good payload/radius capability which can be
developed for combat applications:
*

Substantial weapon loads from hot or high operational bases delivered to distant targets

*

Combat air patrol with air strike capability at substantial distance out from base or
longei patrol time closer in

*

Performance and flying qualities appropriate to target acquisition
attack, delivery of ground attack weapons and anti-shipping strike.

In air-air weapon

In pursuance of this development to the required combat capability the essential developments are in
aerodynamics, performance and weapon systems, within the basic Hawk airfirane and the affordable
engine and equipment availability.
AERODYNAMIC DEVELOPMENTS (PIG. I)
The flying qualities and perfornai.e? characteristics referred to in paragraph 4 have been the subject
of design studies and wind tunnel development tests at low speed, high speed and at high Reynolds
number leading to flight trials.
Improvements of wing perforoance from the T Mk.l wing configuration have been achieved without major
structural changes.
At low speeds, through flap systems and wing flow control lapcovements the usable high lift has been
increased by \':>X-

10-3
At higher speeds the usable maxUum lift has been increased by 28Z at N . Q.i and by 22X at H - 0.8.
Initially iaprovenents In the control of flow separation gave higher usable lift through better
handling to higher angle of attack.
Further iaprovenents vere obtained froa application of
leading-edge camber, modification of rear airfoil section to improve rear loading and use of rear
camber by partial flap deflection.
Additionally, aerodynamic developments for weapon and external fuel tank carriage have been necessary
to Increase attack effectiveness through range/payload capability.
In general these improvements
have bean realised through wind tunnel and flight development tests. The Hawk configuration, with a
■odcrate sweep and aspect ratio wing, and wing section designed for high subsonic Nach nuaber, Is
tolerant of store additions under the wing with minimal changes in longitudinal stability and centre
of gravity. Thus a wide range of store types and configurations has been possible In the developnent
of combat configurations.

6.

ENGINE DEVELOPKENTS (FIG. 2)
In parallel with evolution of the aircraft froa the training role, progressively towards the Light
Attack role, the need to improve performance, compatible with operational roles and weapon delivery,
has required progressive engine development.
Primary Interest has been In improvements In operations with heavy loads in high ambient teaperature
at airfields above sea level and In maintaining coabat performance particularly In low level attack.
The engine is a development of the non reheated Adour engine designed for the Jaguar aircraft. It
was selected for Hawk because of its new technology (at the tine), its moderate operating
temperatures and pressures, and rugged construction.
The first mark of Hawk Adour was designated the Mk.
aircraft.

151, and was KoD funded for the Hawk T Nk. I

An uprated version designated Hk. 861/861A was developed with PV funding for Hk. 60 series export
Rawks.
Thrust improvenent at SI.. ISA, static conditions Is 10X.
Changes include a modified LP
compressor, revised turbine nozzle and exhaust mixer areas, modified fuel system and new HP and LP
turbine blades.
The Hk. 871 engine is the latest standard of Hawk engine. The uprating Is achieved by increasing the
max LP speed by 4X tc 'OSX and rai'.lng the turbine entry temperature Unit. The aajor changes (over
Mk. 861A) are shown on Pig. 2.
The Hk. 871 engine still features state of the art technology,
leaving scope for still further growth with the use of advanced compressor and turbine technology in
the futurt.
These engine developments have been achieved without significant
dimensions and optimisation for other climates is also possible.

changes

to the

basic engine

Typical changes in engine characteristics in the development from T Mk.l to 200 Series are:
*

Static thrust increase I.S.A.,

*

Thrust increase at 0.8 H, I.S.A., S.L.

*

Static thrust increase I.S.A.

*

Thrust increase 0.8 M, I.S.A.

*

SFC change at Haximum Rating.

S.L.

I iZ

0

+35

AU

C1 S.L.

26X

0

C, S.L.

38*

I.S.A., S.L.

~2X

+35

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS
The systems fitted to the Hawk T Hk.l were kept as simple as possible, but with sufficient capability
to achieve the desired training task.
Thus the basic navigation Is achieved using a twin gyro
platform and conventional radio and radio navigation equipment.
In the advanced flying training role
no weapons system is fitted, in the weapons training rule a gyro gunsight Is fitted, together with a
simple stores management system to control the centreline gun, and the training stores carried at the
Inboard wing pylons.
This capability is extended for the T Nk.lA to allow the use of operational
weapons.
For the Hk.SO and 60 Series a sore comprehensive weapon control system Is fitted, allowing the
carriage of up to nine weapons. A wide range of weapons has been cleared on the aircraft, including
air-air aisslles.
In all cases the export Hvwk aircraft are very comprehensively furnished with
radio and radio navigation equipment to meet individual customer requitenents.
An up-dated, programmable, version of the weapon management system will 'shortly be introduced,
allowing even greater flexibility for future operational stores.
The system Is currently being
installed in the BAe demonstrator G HAW and will fly this year.
BAe recognised that there would be a need for training on more advanced avionic systems, and that,
for operational use, It would not be possible to rely on beacon based navigation aids.
Thus an
Enhanced Ground Attack (EGA) system has been designed and is now running on a ground proving rig
which includes a full Hawk cockpit and visual displays. This facility enables the system to be flown
and demonstrated, and will be used during the future expansion and development of the system.
The system employs an Inertlal Navigation platform, a Head-Up Display, Head Down multi-colour display
and Hands-on-Throttle and Stick (H0TAS) controls.
Coupled with the new Veapon Control System, and a

comptehensive standard of radio and conventional standby displays the cockpit ot the EGA Hawk should
satisfy even the most demanding of pilotal
The EGA system can be fitted to a two seat Havk, designated the Hk. 100 Series, for both training and
operational use. The use of a HIL-STD 15S3 B Data Bus simplifies the addition of such equipaent such
as Forward Looking Infra-Red (FLIR) sensors, and Laser ranging.
The KGA system also forms the heart of the operational single seat Hawk, the Hk. 200 Series. This
aircraft has been designed to allow the greatest possible degree of flexibility to aeet individual
custonei requirements. The aircraft is fitted with an inboard gun installation that can accept up to
two 25 mm Aden guns, although the 30 mm Aden could be fitted if required. The use of a "gun pack"
approach enables the gun bay to be used for other ourposes if needed, for instance It would be simple
to fit a specialised reconnaissance pack in lieu of guns.
The lines ot the aircraft have been chosen with the possible fit of a tnodeLn multi-mode radar in
mind- The hinged nose can accept a radar dish of up ^o 24" diameter. The use of a separate hinged
nose makes it a simple task to cater for other equipaent, such as FLIR and Laser, should the aircraft
be intended primarily for day/night ground attack use. With a radar fitted the aircraft would be
■ore suitable for an an:i-shipplng or air defence role.
Also under Jevelopment ax* the electronic counter measures so essential today. The aircraft can be
fitted with a tadar warning system, and with chaff and flare dispensers. Active jamnlng pods can be
carried on the wing pylons.
The system t.as been designed with considerable spare capacity to allow for future growth and gives
the Bawk a remarkably comprehensive capability now and in the futurePERF0RHANCE

(FIGS. 3-6)

The performance improvements in terms of mission effectiveness corae from the Increased capability for
take-off with larger payloads, particularly in the "hot and high" conditions.
In addition the
Improvement through development in attack speeds and agility enhances the combat capability to give
overall effectiveness In the light attack role.
The developments to improve maximum Lltti lift/drag ratio and combat thrust have been taken to a
standard to enhance combat capability through higher agility at maximum usable performance
conditions.
The sustained turn Is Improved to a higher level and also extended over a wider speed range to give
better minimurr turn radius and higher turn rates at operational attack speedsThe Instantaneous turn rate is achieved at low negative specific excess power and low turn radius,
inside 0.3 n.m., and thus gives minimal speed loss in turning manoeuvres, typically less than 20X
speed loss In 180° turns.
Also the 1 g acreleration is maintained at 5-7 kts/sec. up to the attack speeds and hence small speed
losses in manoeuvre are quickly recovered.
Mission pertormance has been greatly extended by providing capability for take off with substantial
payload, comprising combinations of air-air and air-surface attack weapons and fuel.
In this way
operation at substantial radius of action or for long times on station for air surveillance or
reconnaissance missions can be achieved from relatively short airfields.
Typical gains In performance are:
*

Take off distance at 3600 K«. payload reduced 49X.

*

From 4000 ft. runway take-off mass increased 20X.

*

From 2500 ft. runway take-off mass increased 2bX.

*

Haximum level speed increased from .81 to -85 H at S.L.

*

Sustained turn 15 deg./sec. fro« 0.3 to 0.75 M
and minimum turn radius -22 n.m. at S.L.

*

Instantaneous turn 220/sec.t .2B n.m. radius at S.L.

Also typical mission performance achievable is:
*

Airspace denial (Hi Hi)

*

Close Air Support (Lo-Lo)

4 hours on station at 50 n.m. (Missiles,gun)
130 n.m. (5000 lb. bombs, guns)

*

Interdiction (8i-Lo-Hl)

530 n,m. (5000 lb. bombs, guns)

*

Reconnaissance (Lo-Lo)

380 n.m. (Pod, missiles)

*

Anti Shipping (Hl-Hi)

Strike at 800 n.m. radius (Sea Eagle)

*

Ferry

2000 n.m.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Hawk evolution, through the concept of an advanced flying training aircraft with potential Eot: light
attack operational capability, has been carried through at an affordable level.
The objective in this design evolution has been to make available a series of aircraft with
considerable cominonali ty and resultant benefit to costs of ownership of a nix of aircraft in the
series.
At the present time ;he development has been taken as far as:
Maximum operating weight increased 50%
Maximum disposable load increased 12^X
Maximum range increased 65%.
The planned evolut ion has been indicated in this paper and extends into the next decade, developing
systems and performance towards improving operational capability to meet role requirements for
specific customer scenarios.
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